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Aeromagnetic Survey in Eurajoensalmi, Olkiluoto 2008 

ABSTRACT 

This report describes the survey operation, survey and processing methods and the 

deliverables of an aerogeophysical survey in Olkiluoto area in April 2008.  

The survey was conducted by Geological Survey of Finland (GTK). The survey aircraft 

was a twin-engine Twin Otter operated by Finnish Aviation Academy (SIO) and owned 

by Natural Environment Research Council / British Geological Survey (NERC / BGS), 

with whom GTK has established a joint venture called Joint Airborne-geoscience 

Capability (JAC). 

The survey was conducted in April 2008 during six days. The survey consists of six 

separate survey flights, one of which was a magnetic calibration flight. The survey was 

based in Pori airport. Survey line spacing was 50 meters and nominal survey altitude 

was 30 meters. Measurements were completed in April 2008, and data processing and 

reporting was done in June 2008. 

Two cesium magnetometers installed onboard the aircraft (at the left wingtip and in a 

nose cone) were measuring the magnetic total field intensity during the survey flights. 

An automatic compensation unit corrected the aircraft attitude errors in the magnetic 

data in real time. 

In addition to magnetic measurement, auxiliary parameters such as flight altitude and 

aircraft attitude were also recorded simultaneously. Reference ground base station was 

used for recording the temporal variations in the magnetic field and also reference data 

for post-positioning of coordinate information. 

In the post-processing phase, heading correction, base station correction and 

microlevelling procedures were applied to the magnetic data. The data was exported to 

numeric XYZ files and interpolated into grid data file. 

A noteworthy local detail present in the survey and in the processing was the massive 

power line. For safety reasons, flight altitude had to be increased and survey lines had to 

be cut short in the vicinity of the powerline. However, due to reasonable planning of the 

survey area boundaries, this caused no great damage to the end result.  



 

 

Eurajoensalmen magneettinen lentomittaus Olkiluodossa vuonna 2008 

TIIVISTELMÄ 

Tämä raportti kuvaa Olkiluodon alueella huhtikuussa 2008 tehtyjen aerogeo-

fysikaalisten mittausten suorituksen, mittaus- ja tuloskäsittelymenetelmät sekä loppu-

tuotteet.  

Mittaukset suoritti Geologian tutkimuskeskus (GTK) Posiva Oy:n toimeksiannosta. 

Mittaukset tehtiin kaksimoottorisella Twin Otter-lentokoneella, jota operoi Suomen 

Ilmailuopisto (SIO). Lentokoneen omistaa Natural Environment Research Council / 

British Geological Survey (NERC / BGS), jonka kanssa GTK toimii Joint Airborne-

geoscience Capability –yhteistyössä (JAC). 

Mittaukset suoritettiin huhtikuussa 2008 kuuden päivän aikana kuudella erillisellä 

mittauslennolla, joista yksi oli magneettinen kalibrointilento. Mittausten tukikohtana 

toimi Porin lentoasema. Mittaukset toteutettiin 50 metrin linjavälillä ja 30 metrin 

nimellisessä lentokorkeudessa. Aineiston tuloskäsittely ja raportointi valmistui kesä-

heinäkuussa 2008.  

Mitattavana suureena oli maan magneettikentän kokonaisintensiteetti. Mittaukset 

suoritettiin kahdella mittausalukseen asennetulla alkalihöyrymagnetometrillä. Anturit 

oli sijoitettu vasempaan siivenkärkeen sekä koneen nokkaan asennetun putken päähän. 

Mittauksissa käytettiin reaaliaikaista automaattista kompensointiyksikköä koneen 

asennon muutoksista johtuvien virheiden eliminointiin. 

Magneettisten mittausten lisäksi koneessa mitattiin samanaikaisesti useita apupara-

metreja, kuten lentokorkeutta ja koneen asentotietoa. Lentomittausten lisäksi käytettiin 

referenssimaa-asemaa ajallisten magneettisten häiriöiden korjaamiseen sekä mittaus-

koordinaattien paikantamiseen. 

Jatkokäsittelyvaiheessa aineistolle tehtiin suuntakorjaus, maa-asemakorjaus sekä 

tasoituskorjaus. Aineisto käsiteltiin numeeriseen XYZ-formaattiin sekä interpoloitiin 

tasaväliseksi karttapinnaksi. 

Mittauksissa ja tuloskäsittelyssä huomioitava paikallinen piirre oli mittausalueella 

sijaitseva suuri voimalinja, jonka kohdalla lentokorkeutta oli nostettava ja mittauslinjat 

keskeytettävä turvallisuussyistä. Mittausalue oli kuitenkin suunniteltu siten, ettei tästä 

aiheutunut suurta ongelmaa lopputuloksen kannalta. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Aeromagnetic measurements are a widespread method in bedrock structure studies. 

They are especially effective in areas where geological mapping is difficult or 

impossible, for example over sea.  

GTK has mapped the aeromagnetic features of Olkiluoto area in the 1980’s as a part of 

its country-wide mapping programme. The high-resolution airborne survey in 2008 was 

conducted in order to provide more detail in the magnetic dataset. 

In addition to the shallow inlet Eurajoensalmi and its shores, the survey covered a part 

of the sea area north of the Olkiluoto power plant. The survey lines crossed 

Eurajoensalmi at 75 degree angle. In comparison to the older survey, the nominal flight 

altitude remained the same (30 meters), but by making the line spacing denser (from 

200 meters to 50 meters) the survey resolution increased remarkably. 
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2 SURVEY AREA AND SURVEY PARAMETERS 

2.1 Survey Scheme 

The survey location is shown in Figure 1. The area covered the whole of Eurajoensalmi 

inlet and the survey area also extended to the sea north of the power plant. 

 

Figure 1. The survey area location. 

 

The corner coordinates of the survey area in KKJ1 coordinate system are presented in 

Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Survey area corner coordinates. 

 

Easting Northing 

1518206 6795603 

1523316 6796973 

1529672 6795104 

1537806 6789829 

1532641 6788445 

1524751 6793525 

1521125 6792555 
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2.2 Survey Parameters 

2.2.1 Coordinate System 

Coordinate system in the survey was Finnish Coordinate System (KKJ), Zone 1. 

2.2.2 Survey Lines 

The survey was flown at 30 meter nominal flight altitude. The line spacing was 50 

meters and survey line direction in KKJ zone 1 coordinate system was 75 degrees 

(clockwise from North). 

Total length of the survey lines was 1 295 kilometers. 

Line numbering system and line orientation are presented in Figure 2. The tall power 

line traversing the southern shore of the inlet (plotted in red) was located at the 

southwest end of the survey lines. Due to security reasons the lines were finished before 

they crossed the powerline – this means that not all the survey lines were measured in 

full length. 

 

Figure 2. Survey line scheme (every tenth line is plotted). Powerline marked in red. 
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3 SURVEY OPERATION 

3.1 Survey Dates 

Survey was conducted during April 12 – 17, 2008. The survey was based in Pori airport. 

The aim was to finish two flights each day, but during the first days of the survey sea 

fog and high winds hampered the progress. Survey progress is presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Survey progress. 

 

Flight no Date Lines Km Notes 

005 12.04.08 0 0 Magnetic calibration 

006 14.04.08 60 418.3  

007 15.04.08 42 224.9 Aborted: sea fog 

009 16.04.08 48 258.0 Aborted: high wind 

010 17.04.08 59 360.5  

011 17.04.08 5 32.8  

TOTAL 214 1295  

3.2 Personnel 

The survey and data processing staff members are listed in Table 3. 

Table 3. Project personnel. 

 

Name Organization Affiliation 

Hanna Leväniemi GTK Project manager, geophysicist 

Maija Kurimo GTK Team leader, geophysicist 

Veli Leinonen GTK Electronics engineer 

Olli Halonen GTK Technician 

Raimo Loukkola SIO Flight captain 

Esa Pirinen SIO Co-pilot 

Esa Tiainen SIO Flight navigator 

3.3 Base Station 

Survey base station was established at Pori airport. The coordinates of the reference 

GPS are 61º 27'32.33345"N, 21º 47'10.02772"E, 33.4871m. 
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4 SURVEY EQUIPMENT 

4.1 Survey Aircraft 

The geophysical equipment are installed onboard the fixed-wing double-engine DHC-

6/300 De Havilland Twin Otter (Figure 3), registration sign OH-KOG. The aircraft is 

owned by NERC/BGS and operated by SIO. In the Olkiluoto survey, GTK was 

responsible for all the survey equipment and measurement operation. 

The Twin Otter aircraft has been used in low-altitude aerogeophysical surveys since 

1980. The aircraft, for example its the electronics system, has been modified in order to 

make it suitable for aerogeophysical surveys.  

The travel speed of the aircraft is 200 km/h and flight speed on survey lines 160-220 

km/h. So far the aircraft has approximately 16,000 flight hours. 

 

Figure 3. Survey aircraft. 
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4.2 Geophysical Equipment 

Scintrex CS-2 magnetometers installed at the left wingtip and the nose cone recorded 

the magnetic total field at 10 Hz sampling interval. An automatic compensation unit 

RMS AADCII was used in eliminating the aircraft movement effects. 

Astech GG24 antennas were used in navigation. These antennas receive both GPS and 

GLONASS signals and utilize the real time DGPS correction. Location information was 

recorded at 1 Hz intervals.  

Flight altitude was recorded by Collins radio altimeters with resolution of 0.1 meters 

and accuracy of 0.5 meters. Altitude information was sampled at 1 Hz intervals. 

Auxiliary equipment include for example the digital camera, Riegl laser altimeter, 

barometer, thermometer etc. 

4.3 Base Station 

Overhauser sensor was used in recording the diurnal variation of the magnetic field. 

Coordinate reference information needed in positioning was recorded with Astech 

Ranger GPS receiver antenna. All base station equipment record the data at 1 Hz 

sampling interval. 

During the survey the base station variation was moderate and below the quality control 

specification used in the survey (12 nT / 3 minutes). An example of the diurnal variation 

during flight number 009 (April 16, 2008) is presented in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Example of diurnal variation. Vertical scale presents the magnetic field 

values (nT). Red dash line with numbering shows the duration for each flight line on 

this flight. 
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5 CALIBRATIONS 

5.1 Magnetic Calibration Flight 

Errors in measurements due to aircraft movements are eliminated with an automatic 

compensation unit. The compensation unit utilizes compensation parameters defined on 

a separate calibration flight prior to the first survey flight. 

The calibration flight is flown over a non-magnetic area at 10,000 ft (about 3 km) 

altitude. The calibration procedure comprises flying in survey line directions and in 

perpendicular directions. In every direction, three maneuvers are repeated three times, 

namely pitch (±5 degrees), roll (±10 degrees) and yaw (±5 degrees). 

After the calibration parameters have been determined with the procedure described 

above, a verification procedure is run in the same manner than the calibration 

procedure, but this time the new calibration parameters are used to compensate the 

maneuver effects from the survey results. The sum of residual errors is called the figure 

of merit (FOM) of the calibration. 

The magnetic calibration and verification for the Olkiluoto survey was conducted on 

April 12, 2008 in the location presented in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Magnetic calibration site, northwest of Luvia town center. 
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The FOM figures in this calibration were 0.95 nT for the left wingtip sensor and 1.84 

for the nose cone sensor. 

Calibration results for one flight direction are presented in Figure 6. When comparing 

the calibrated curve to the uncalibrated results the effectiveness of the automatic 

compensation can readily be seen.  

 

Figure 6. Calibration results in one flight direction. MGL (left sensor data) and MGN 

(nose sensor data) present the uncalibrated values and MGCL and MGCN the 

calibrated values, respectively. The bottom-most panel displays the aircraft maneuvers. 

 

5.2 Heading Correction 

In addition to automatic compensation, heading correction parameters were defined in 

order to eliminate the constant aircraft magnetization effects in each flight direction.  

Heading correction parameters for Olkiluoto survey are presented in Table 4. 

Table 4. Heading correction parameters for Olkiluoto survey. 

 

Direction Left sensor (nT) Nose sensor (nT) 

75 0 -16.6 

255 -2.1 -16.7 
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6 DATA PROCESSING 

6.1 Processing Methods 

The survey data was processed with standard aeromagnetic processing procedures: 

automatic compensation (Chapter 5.1), heading correction (Chapter 5.2), base station 

correction to remove diurnal variations of magnetic field, and microlevelling to 

eliminate any residual errors. 

The data is not at IGRF level but in the magnetic field level of the survey time and 

place, 51700 nT. 

In addition to processing of magnetic data, the coordinates were positioned with DGPS 

correction. 

6.2 Observations 

6.2.1 Flight Altitude and Distance from the Nominal Path 

Flight altitude variation and distance from the nominal flight path are some of the 

factors affecting the final data quality. These parameters can be studied with statistics 

(Figure 7). The true flight altitude in the survey area is approximately 33 meters (the 

median value). The altitude and distance histograms both suffer from the high values in 

the vicinity of the major power line (see Chapter 2.2.2). However, in approximately 

85% of the data, the distance from the nominal flight path is less than 25 meters, i.e. 

half of the line spacing. 

  

Figure 7. Histograms and statistics of flight altitude (on left) and distance from the 

nominal flight path (on right). 

 

6.2.2 Flight Altitude and Data Quality 

With the dense line spacing (50 meters) the flight altitude variations have more impact 

on data quality. As magnetic field attenuates as a function of flight altitude, the final 

data set may show some level variation caused by different flight altitudes (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8. Flight altitude variation on the survey area. Powerlines plotted in black. 

 

Figure 8 shows that for most of the area the flight altitude remains in 30-35 meters. 

However, over the powerlines and especially over the major powerline southwest of the 

power plant, the flight altitude was increased due to safety reasons.  

The figure also shows the effect that the terrain surface has on the flight altitude: over 

sea water, i.e. flat terrain, altitude varies considerably less than over terrain. 
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7 DELIVERABLES 

7.1 Data Contents 

7.1.1 Magnetic Data 

The magnetic survey data format is numeric XYZ file. This data has been interpolated 

into a raster grid (Oasis Montaj GRD format). 

 

7.1.2 Preliminary Data 

In addition to the magnetic data, a few preliminary datasets were delivered. These 

comprise electromagnetic (EM) four-frequency data, radiometric data and digital 

images.  

EM and radiometric datasets were processed with out-of-date calibration parameters 

(from year 2007). Data leveling is also preliminary and not necessarily consistent. Thus 

these datasets can only be used as a guideline. 

EM data includes in-phase and quadrature components of the GTK four-frequency 

system (912 kHz, 3005 kHz, 11962 kHz and 24510 kHz) in parts per million (ppm) 

units. Radiometric data includes Potassium (%K), equivalent Uranium (ppm eU), 

equivalent Thorium (ppm eTh) and total radiation (units of radiation, UR).  

7.2 Data Description 

The data are delivered on a CD-ROM.  

7.2.1 XYZ Files 

XYZ file contents are described in Table 5.  

In the XYZ format, each row corresponds to one survey point, and this point’s 

parameters are separated into columns. The data is also divided into survey lines. The 

column descriptions are found in Table 6. 

Table 5. XYZ files. 

 

File Name Contents 

Mlolklev.xyz Data for left wingtip magnetometer 

Mnolklev.xyz Data for nose cone magnetometer 
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Table 6. XYZ data columns. 

 

Column Description Unit 

X Easting (KKJ1) m 

Y Northing (KKJ1) m 

Z GPS height m 

PITCH Pitch angle deg 

ROLL Roll angle deg 

HEADING Yaw angle deg 

FLIGHT Flight number  

DAY Julian day  

TIME Timestamp  

DIR Flight direction deg 

RALT Flight altitude m 

LALT Laser altitude m 

DTM Digital terrain model (in reference to WGS84 ellipsoid) m 

MGCL Left wingtip magnetometer reading nT 

MGCN Nose cone magnetometer reading nT 

BASE Base station magnetometer reading nT 

7.2.2 GRD File 

GRD file is interpolated with Oasis Montaj Bi-directional Gridding method (BDG). The 

cell size is 12.5 meters, i.e. ¼ of line spacing. Combined data of left wingtip and nose 

cone sensors was used as input for the gridding. 

Bi-directional gridding is not the most conventional interpolation method for magnetic 

data, for example a method called Minimum curvature is in a more widespread use. For 

this dataset, bi-directional gridding proved to be more efficient, as demonstrated in 

Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Comparison of interpolation methods: Bi-directional gridding on left, 

minimum curvature on right. Gridding cell size 12.5 meters. 

In Figure 9, in the vicinity of the mouse cursor, minimum curvature gridding produces a 

noisier output than BDG. The supremacy of BDG is probably due to tight line spacing – 

although BDG is known to elongate short wavelength anomalies and contort certain 

types of structures on areas with wider line spacing, on this area the high point density 

controls the gridding so strongly that distortion is kept to minimum. Minimum curvature 

algorithm is known to “overshoot”, that is, exaggerate local minima and maxima in 

between survey points, and this feature may be more dominating on areas of high 

survey point density. BDG algorithm also takes the line direction into account, which on 

this area (slanting direction of 75 degrees) seems to produce a better output. 

Interpolation result is presented on the map in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10. Interpolated end result in Olkiluoto survey area. 




